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PREFACE
fi

In recent years, most new social studies textbook series developed for the
elementary _grades liave included concepts from the social science disci-
plines -.of anthropology, sociology, political science, and economics as well
as from the traditional disciplines ofrgeitgr aphy and history. The new series
place less stress on the old expository mode of instruction, emphasizing ine,
stead the inquiry mode, in which higher levels of intellectual activities are
the foc'al point. -

This report is the Second part of a continuing,effort to evaluate the treat-
ment/ of economic content and related- teaching strategies of new social

7-
studies textbook series used In the elementary grades. Five textbook series
are examined in the present study. (Ten different textbook series were ex-

- amined in the first report, which was published in 1973.)
This study consists of four major parts. The first part identifies the major

economic concepts typically found in the textbooks for the primary grades.
The authors present these concepts as part of a conceptual framework,
which is used to' indicate impoikant conceptual' dimensioni and relation-

.ships. Also identified are those economic dimensions and relationships
which are not developed or inadequate) developed in the texts along with
detailed suggestions for improving the' resent treatment. The second part
follows the same general format des ed above but fdcuses on the evalu-
ation of the treatment of economic content in the intermediate grades.

The third part deals with the teaching strategies associated with the eco- ,

.nomic content of the-terthoult-se'ries-.-A-theee=part analysis, fOcusing on ob-
jectives, suggested activities, and evaluation methods, is used in the exami1
nation of teaching stiategies. Specific strengths and weaknesses of the new
textboOk series are described, and a number of detailed suggestions for
strengthening the instructional componentfre provided.

The final part' contains eleven specific recommendations for publishers.
These recommendations are generally applicable to each of the textbook
4eries, and their implementation will strengthen the presentation of eco-

,
nomic content and instructional strategies. l

. ..- We hope this-study will enable publishers and authors to systematically
improve their treatment of the economic component of their social studies
texts. The report 'also should be useful to directors of workshops in eco-
nomie edud'akdon and to instructors of methods courses in the social studies
in identifying both the economic content, and related teaChirig strategies
typically found in new texts. For the same reasons, the report should prove

-00007 .
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useful to school systems which are developing independently the economic
component ?f their own social studies curriculum. Additionally, research
findings will alert textbook selection committees to the kinds OT things they
should be looking for if they are concerned with better economic-7educa-
don. Classroom teachers will find that the report points out strengths and
weaknesses of texts in the are &,of economic eddcation, and makes specific
suggestions for improving the textbook treatment.

The authors express their appreciation to the Sears-Roebuck Foundation,
and the Joint Council on Economic Education for their support of this
study and to Ms. Vicki Kegler and Ms. Edith Enriis for their assistance in
the preparation, editing, and typing of the .manuscript. We are especially
indebted to B. L. Barnes, Dean of the College of Business Administration,
for ensuring that the results of this study wilk be available to interested
pfrsons. \-/

I
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Donald G. Davison
Larry G. Sgontz
Richard' Shepardson

May, 1975 *
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INTRODUCTION

This report is the second part of a study which continues efforts to eval-
uate the economic content and teaching strategies of new social' studies o
textbook series that are used in grades one through six in the elementary
schools. The present study is an examination of five textbook series by a -
'committee composed of two economists and one social §tfidies curriculum
specialist (see AppendixtA). The textbook series selected for evaluation
were not included, in the ten textbooks' evaluated in thereport of 1973 by
Davison, Kilgore, and Sgontz.1 Except for one series the textbooks evalu-
ated here were published since those included in the 1973 report.

Specialized tasks were assigned to the members of the committee. The
two major tasks of the economists were: (1) to determine the economic
content covered in the textbook series, and (2) to determine whether the
economic content was treated in a systematic, accurate, and analytical man-
ner. The curriculum specialist assumed major responsibility for reporting
and assessing teaching strategies associated with the economic content in
the textbook series.

Because of significant vafiation in the treatment of economic content, the
first report2 divided the social studies textbook series into two categories.
Textbooks in the first category presented economic content in separate units
or, chapters, thus making it relatively easy to identify the economics. Text-,
books using an integrated approach were also placed in the first category
if the teacher's guide clearly indicated the scope of the economic content
presented to students and the location of this content in the text.

The second category included ;hose textbook series in which: (1) the
economic content was difficult or impossible to determine; ( 2) the content
identified as economics in the teacher's guides was not well developed in
the text; or (3) the content identified as economics consisted mainly of
descriptive statements rather than concepts and their structure.

Although the series examined in this report vary in their treatment of
economic content, each of the series generally uses the "integrative ap-
proach," incorporating economic concepts into the general body of social
studies content, rather than presenting economics in separate units or chap-ii.

Donald G. Davison, John,H. Kilgore, and Larry C. Sgontz, Economics in Social
Studies Textbooks: An Evaluation of the Economics and the Teaching Strategiesain So-
cial Studies Textbooks, Elimentary Grades (1-8) ( New York: Joint Council on Economic
Education, 1973).

2. Ibid., p. 25.

1
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ters. Therefore, the textbook series in this report are treated under one
category. (

Chart I, "Economic Content, Elementary. Grades 1-6:1 was constructed
and used to facilitate the evaluatifiK of the economic content of selected
textbook series in the first report. Since thellonornic ,concepts contained in
the five textbook series examined in thiiirepoik generally correspond to
those contained in Chart.1, this chart, with some changes incorporated for
grades fivekand six, will continue to be used as a reference cPoint.

Chart I Is based on. the economic content of social studies textbooks ex-
lAned,at both the primary and intermediate levels:None of the textbooks
covers 'all the contenincluded in tht chart, nor does any follow the older of
the outline. The outline is simply la useful way of organizing this report
and, we hope, of presenting the final results in a meaningful fashion. More-
Over, Chart I does not include all categories that are identified as economics
in the textbook 'series; rather, it contains only that content which ws 'believe
most economists would consider as the subject matter of economics.

No attempt has been made to identify and evaluate the economic con-
tent covered in each grade level. Instead,. the economic content is discussed
separately for two blocks of grades, primary (1-4)3 and intermediate (5-6).
Althou_411 there is some repetition at the inermediate grade level, generally
the ciCtent.tovered in tbe primary grades corresponds to the concepts in-
cluded in the first three classifications of the Chart:

r-
. ( 1) The Basic Economic Problem;

(2) The Economic Process, and
(3) Common CharacterAtics of the Economic Process.

. To facilitate future discussions, these three classifications have been placed
in Chart Ia.

The development of .concepts appearingcin the last three major. dassifi- ,

`cations, Economi9 Systems, the Mixed Economy, and Edonomic Growth,
occurred almogt exclusively in the intermediate grades.

3 Although grades K-3 and grades 4-6 are traditionally referred to as primary and
intermediate grades, this report includes grade 4 as a primary rather than an interme-
diate grade.

3
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.
PRIMARY GRADE TEXTBOOKS

This section of the report deals with the economic content of the five
textbook series for grades r-4. Generally,rin each part of this section there
wilt be a description of the Conceptual, dimensions and relationships which

. the committee beeves should receive consider,ation in each 4ft:A the major
classifications in Chart Ia. .

,.CHARilfa ,

Ecodomic Content,
Elementary Grades 1-4

The basic Economic
Problem Scarcity

o.

Choice Making

Limited
Resouces Production

Ecoribinic Procesg

\V
Opportunity 'Cost

Outputs --71, Constimption

Common Cliaracteristics.of
the Economic Prams`,

Specialization

Want
Satisfaction

a

-->- Interdependence`.

The Basic Economic Problem Scarcity'
1

Soircity is the basic building block underlying all economics conalysis; it
refers to-the relationship between people's wants for goodsland services and
the reiiources required for their production. Scarcity exists because the sup,-

..
ply of resources is not sufficient to provide all the goods and services de-
sired by members of a society. , 4 . . .

Because of scarcity, choice making is requir 1, and every, society mush'
v

,
.4
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.. ,c .
have institutional arrangements which provide answers' to tle following
questions: (1) what goods and services will be produced?; ( ) how will
goodi,anct.services be produced?; and (3) for whom will goods and services
be produced? ,

i--- The idea that choices at the level of the economic system as awhole have
to be made about what, how, and for whorn.may be to abstract for stu-
dents at the primary grade level to appreciate. If this is the ca , Scarcity
and The necessity for choice making can be illustrated at a, rent level.
One example would be to discuss scarcity in terms of family wants, limited
family income, atid family choice making. This view of scarcity we shall
terrn'the "wants-income gap;" and it is included in Chart Ia., Scarcity, ,at the
level of the economic system as a whole we shall call the "wants- resource
gap," and this view of scarcity is contained in Chart lb (see p. 15). We as- 4

sume that eventually students should understand that incomes are limited
because resources are limited.

The Treptment of Scarcity
Except for one series, the teacher's. guides provide an overview °Utile eco-

nomic content presumably developed in each of the series. The overviews
stressthe importance of the concept scarcity in terms of the wants-resource
gap, and the need for choices or decisions. However, there is at best only
incidental reference to the wants- resource gap in the student's ext; More-
over, the authors of this report were unable to discover any direct or sig-
nificant development of thewants-income gap.

As was the case two of the series examined in the first report, all of
the texts in this report simply introduce an4l re-introduce students at dif-
ferent grade levels to the idea that some member(s) of the family work
outside the home to earn "money" and that.the family uses this money to
btiy goods and servicesi`needed" and wanted. They do not introduce stu-
dents to the idea tilt a gap exists between family's" wants for goods and
services and family income required to obtain these goods and services.

`The inability or ynwillingness of authors to deal directly with thy ftmda-
mental concepts associated with scarcity (wants-income gap) and related
decision, making inothe primary grade texts is difficult to understand. The
behavior of individuals and families is the major focal point of these grades,
and there ure excellent opportunities to develop significant ediannic di-
mensions of these behavioral patterns in a manner which can be both mean-
ingful -and interesting to youngsters. Moreover, an understanding of the
concepts of scarcity an&choice making seems to be a prerequisite fors deal-
ing with' other economic concepts,

Choice Making. Because households have insufficient income to satisfy

5
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all their wants, decisions must be made about the disposition of inconhe.
For most families, the bulk of income is earned from the sale of labor ser-
vices, and 1? takes ithe form of money payments per unit bf time (week,
month, year). There are, of Course, other sources eof income, such as in-
terest, rent, and transfers; and income, heed not he in the form of money,
payments; The sources ofi income and the subtleties surrounding the defi-
nition of 'income may be Ibo much for students at the primary grade 'level. ,
to comprehend, so it might be' advisable to concentrate on income from la-,
bor services and to refine the. concept of income at. the upper grade levels.
Uowever, care should be taken to avoid identifying income as money.
' I-Youseholds make choices about which goods tnsume, how much in-w o. consume, in-
come 416-,save, and,^,through the political process, how

4

mtich income to pay
taxes. 4'hese choices involve a' comparison of die benefits and costs of

b alternatives. The cost concept that emphasize is opportunity
cast, wl4ch is defined generally as sacrificed alt&rnatiyes. For example, the
benefit from savingi is increased consumption in the future; the oppor-
tunity cost qJ saving is sacrificed consumption in the present.

Again, as was the typical case for texts covered in the first report; authors
failed to develop 'important economic diniens'ions of choice"aking. Trpdi-
,tional topics of individualsfamilies, and government are covered and pro-
vide effective vehicles for introducing young students to the relevant di-
mensions of choice making; but the authors persist in focusing on unim-
portant or irrelevant dimensions of the concept. -/

In the discussion of situations involving families, the authoris stress tjae
distinction' between needs and wants rather than the relationship IbetWeen
a family's wants for goods, family income,, mad the ?need for fainilies to
make choices. Great stress is placed on children's 'ability to distinguish ber'
tween wants and needs, although neither term is satisfactorily defined, nor
is the economic importance of these ,concepts explaineit The ,textbooks
stress the idea that people have both n -ds and wants and that needs must
be satisfied before wants.

Although an abundance of opportu ties existed, only a siogle instance
'can be cited in which' authors attempted tto develop the relationships be-
tween the concepts of scarcity and choice making under, the topic 'lam-
ilies." There are a few instances involving spending choices or decisions by 4

la child; but even these situations do not focus on the concepts of scarcity
and choice making. The typical situations. raise the question of what chil-.
dreti should do when they want a partictitar good but lack enough money
to pay for that good, or what they should do when they are presented with
a choice between a good which satisfies a need and a good which satisfies
a want. There is no discussion of the unlimited nature of people's wants for

6
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goods and services, of WA and income constraints, or of the need for
choice making. ,

Texthopks would be strengthened if authors would shift their attention
from an examination of the wants-needs dichotomy and concentrate on the
idea that few if any households have sufficient income to purchase alk_the
goods required to satisfy their wants, and hence choices must be made
about the disposition of income. The time and space allocated to "needs
and wants"- could be spent. on introducing children to the need for ranking
and attaching priorities to different kinds of consumer goods, given income
and price constraints. Once children realize that. all wants for goods cannot
be satigied-and that choices must be de, the stage is set for 'introducing
children to the basic analytical concept opportunity cost. This atpproact
would provide authors Vli jh a powerful tool to strengthen children's under-
standing of the economic dimensions or (family and,community,decisions.

The concept of savingsis discussed in all the texts but of in the context
of scarcity and .choice making. Instead, 'authors' are co emed with the
place where savings could be stored (piggy banks or com..ercial banks).
They do not treat -saving as a family decision involving a c ice between
present and future consumption.

Each of the textbook series introduces children to important features of
the role of government in the economy,. Children are introduced to the idea
that government provides many goods and serviced which satisfy important
wants of people, that government must have income to be able to provide
the goods. and services, and that taxes provide, government with this in-
come. The stage is set to develop the concepts of scarcity, choice making,
and opportunity cost in the context of governmental decision making, but
again, the authors do not develop these basic concepts.

The Economic Process
In Chart Ia,'the economic process is identified as the use of resources to

* produce outputs that are consumed to satisfy wants..Through an examina-
tion of the concepts contained in the economic process, children may
acquire a series of simple but significant economic understandings includ-
ing: (1) the idea that the ultimate objective of Economic activity is the
satisfactiOn of wants, (2) that economic wants are satisfied through the
consumption of goods and services, (3) that, in most cases, goods and ser-
vices must be produced before they can be consumed, (4) that the pro-

of gOods and services involves the use of resources or inputs, (5)
. that resources are limited relative to people's wants for goods and services,

(6) that choices must be made among goods to be produced and not to be
prodUced, and (7) that the use of resources in the production of a given

00015
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good pr ludes the use of those resources in the projuction of some other
good. P - t . , .

Authors troduce their readers to most of the major Noncepts contained
4

in the e omic process: resources, production, outputs, co nsumption, and
..!..

un-
satisfactory. The terms or concepts are not carefully defined, imp ant 'di-

avewan .satisfaction. However, the-treatment of these concepts is' gener y un-

of the concepts are not devehiped, and there is almost no devel-
opment of simple but basic relationships among concepts. The textbook
treatment of these concepts is discussed below.

4.,
. ..

Resources and the Production Process. I,n four of the five overvie\vs pro-
vided in teacher's guides, the importance 41 the wants-resource gap is
stressed. Assumio that this notion of the scarcity gap is too abstract for
primary grade children, they still should be introducei to certain dimen-
sions of resources, including the four traditional classifications of resources,
their definitions, and their two major characteristics.

,In the first report, some textbooks provided excellent examples of the
production process, illustrating the use of resources in the production of
specific goods. The idea was developed that the production of goods in-
volves the use of a combination of resources (labor, natural; capital, and
management), and although the treatment was not completely satisfactory,
some of the authors did introduce children to the for major classifications

9 of resources and their definitiorit. . A, .

A substantial number of instances describing resources used- in the pro-
,

duction of goods can be cited in the'five textbook series covered in thi e-
port. However, the treatment is unlikely to strengthen tudents'-unde and-
,ing of either ,the important economiillklimensions of resources or of the ko-
duction process. Authors generally introduce economic concepts in a frag-
mented and disjointed manner and within a geographical or historical
rather than an economic context. .

At grades one and two, typically, children are introduced to la bor as a
productive factor; in grades tic and three the emphasis is on naitual re-
sources as a productive factor., ilowever, in the discussion of labor re-
sources, the focus is on the way in which households earn income through
the sale of their labor services, and not on the production process. Natural
resources are discussed in a geographical context, aid_ the objective seems
to be for children to identify resources and products by region.

In two series, children are introduced to the term "capital" or "capital
goals," but in most texts children are simply provided with examples of
various tools or equipMent used in the-production of different goods. Again,
the authors do not attempt to develop economic understandings, but in-

. stead the objective seeins to be to acquaint children with the different tools

8
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used in the production of gdods in different time periods (history) or to
identify the, tools used in the production Of a good pioduced within a region,
( geography).

--"Authors generally do not provide definitions of resources in either the
student's text or in the accompanjfing Wilere the attempt is made,
the results are generally unsatisfactory. In one text, natural repurces -are
defined as "things in nature in which man has found a use," and in another
text they are defined as "things found in the area that people can use to
make what they need." In one glossary, capital is defined as "the amount of
money a person or company needs for carrying on a business." No attempt
is made in any of the texts, to distinguish between money capital and real
capital, nor is capital ever treated as both an input and output of the pro-
duction process.

The use of the geographical and historical approaches to describe differ-
ent types of resources used in the production of goods 'in different time

-periods may result in children understanding the yeiatility of resources,
i.e., that resources may be combined in varying proportions to produce a
given good. However, the choice nialdng or decision-making possibilities
associated with this cliaracteristic.of resources are not readily apparent, and
further development is needed..

The other major charactristi of. psources, finiteness, is discussed in two
of the texts, but it is unlikely tha ie particular treatment will result in the
type -of economic understan ng desired. The authors focus op those re-
sources which are nit re ceable" and argue that these resources should
be conserved for use iritge future. Or they focus on "replaceOle" resources
(trees) and argue that such resources when used should...be replaced. Their
treatment would be strengthened if they would provide somNxainples of
resources which have alternative uses and which are in limited supply
(plot of land, teacher labor services, etc.) and then discuss the need for
choice makirk and analyze the costs and benefits of these choices.

Consumption and Wants Satisfaictionl The treatment of economic content
in the textbooks should enable primary gr4tde children to distinguish be-
tween the act of consumption and the results, the satisfaction of a want.
Simple examples illustrating how a given want (hunger) can be satisfiedA
with different goods (apples, peaches, bread, etc.) would help children
understand this distinction.

The authors' treat-pent of/the concepts of consumption and want satis-
faction is generally .unsatisfactory; students are often confronted with con-

,' fusing or incorrect statements sung' as "Man works to earn a living to secure
needs or wants" and "Wants are things you would like to have." Authors
could strengthen their treatment of these concepts if they would concen-..
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trate on the following related understandings: (1) that people, have many
wants, (2) that a given want can be satisfied with a variety) of goods, (3)
that not all wants can be satisfied, (4) that choices must be rhade, and ( 5)
that every choice involves both benefits and costs.

Again, as is the case fol several of the. texts. examined in the first report,
the authors of the texts ceiered in this report generally focus much of their
effort on enabling primary grad* students to distinguish between "needs
and wants," presurriably with the purpose in mind of convincing children
that needs must be or should be fulfilled before any wants.-are satisfied.
Again, we want to emphasize the position set forth in the first report on
the treatment of wants in the new social studies texts:

Although there may be reasons for distinguishing among wants ac-
cording to some list 4 priorities or degrees of urgency, if is not clear
why the authors of the texts spent so much time discussing the differ
ences between needs and wants. Whether one is satisfying "needs" or
"wants," the fundamental economic problem remains that of scarcity
and chOice making. If the essence of economics is choice making; there
is no such .distinction between the "economics of survival" and the "eco-
nomics of chOice." In any cast, the diViding line between needs and
wants is simply not clear when applied to society. Individuals can, or .
course, decide for themselves what their "needs" and "wants" are and
make choices accordingly. It wo d seem 'to be sufficient to emphasize)1
that choices involve costs as we as benefits, and the concept of oppor-
thnity cost could be developed to illustrate these poists.4

e,( .

Common Characteristics of the Economic Process
As is the case for texts examined in the first report, each of the texts in

the present report includes the concepts o1. specialization, exchange, nloney,
and interdependence. giaih, tht author's treatment of these concepts gener-
ally is unsatisfactory. Too often, particular concepts are treated in an iso-
lated manner rather than presented as part of- an economic structure; rela-
tionships among the four concepts /0 nerally ate not developed, nor are
linkages established between these concepts and the concepts of scarcity
and productivi nerally, the concepts are not defined and simple, and
important dime sions of these concepts are not developed.

Specialization and Interdependence. Speoialization and division of labor
are important features off inoderp economic systems. Their importance is
due to the increased productivity which is associated with increased sue-

4 Ibid., p. 36.
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cialization. Students should be introduced to the idea that specialization,

. results in increased output of goods and services, enabling members of so-
ciety to increase their consumption of goods and services and satisfy more
of their wants., At the primary grade level, authors could develop under-
Standings linking together specialization, worker productivity, real income,
and consumption. -

Squally important, specific examples or illustrations should be developed
which would help children to understand how, the production of most goods
and" services can b&s,ubdivided into a number of specific'tasks, resulting
in savings in materials, tools, and 'workers' time. Again, the idea should be
stressed that division of labor and specialization result in a ,greater Output
of goods and services from existing resources.

The textbooks examined in this report generally link together the con-
cepts of spe ialization and interdependence. They note that workers who

' are spe fists depend on one another to provide most of the goods and
se es they consume. They also note the'interdependence of 'workers in-
volved in a common production process. Usually, authors stress the need
for workerg to cooperate and avoid catlict.

Their presentationtef interdependence could be strengthened by stress-
ing the importance oNncome to wcsicers in carrying out their respective
functions and de-emphasizing the idea that individuals work Primarily for
the purpose of helping others. -it would seem that ,there are many realistic
examples which could be provided to children to help them understand the
significance of economic interdependence in a society based upon the spe-
cialization Cliildren could be introduced to the meaning of in-
terdependence by examining some of the effects of a major transportation
strike or of adyerse weather conditions on the production of an important
mop, etc. .."

Two of the series simply note the division of ttisys among household
members and/or community workers. They note that workers specialize
becauie there are kinds of jobs to be done and they generally
focus on th idea that children should assist in household work, since,it- is
part of their responsibility. The same authors also introduce children to the
different kinds of community speci lists, stressing the idea that the work of
these specialists ensures a safe and h;q 1y community.

One can find i lated statements referring to the relationship between
specialization or vision of labor and productivity in three Of- the series,
but there is o si icant development. One author notes "that division of
labor is used beca se it is more efficient," but the meaning of the term "ef-
ficient ", is not expl 'ned. Another author notes that specialization results in
increase& output, but does not offer any explanation of why this is the
case. One author notes &at when workers specialize, they bqcome more
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expert and more productive, but there 0is no development of the concept of
division- of labor or of the relationship between specialization, productivity,
and real income.

Money. Since money is a commonly used term in each of the textbooks
examined, authorg' should provide their,readers with a definition of isi*

term. ( anything generally acceptable in exchange for goods, and servi ts)
they should introduce them to three of the major functions of money (med-
iton of exchange, measure of value, and store of value) and to the major
types of money in the United States (coins, paper money, and dernand.de-
posits).

In fo.ur of the series, money is not defined in either the student's text or
in the teacher's guide. One text does include the term in the student's glos-
sary but money is not defined; instead the glossary provides a description
of one of the functions of money. Evidently, authors do not themselves have
a clear conception of the term money since they generally fail to distinguish
between the terms "money" and "income." There is constant use of the term
"money" in situations where "income" is by far the, more appropriate term.
Again; we want.to stress to authors .that

through the misuse of these terms, children may be led to believe that
scarcity, at the family level, results from a lack of money rather than.
from a lack of income, with this insufficiency in income, of course, re-
lated to limited resources available for sale or use by families. gen-
erally.5

Each of the series presents situations describing families meeting their
"needs and wants" under different forms of exchange, barter, and money.
The authors typically do not use .thesg situations to compare and contrast
the two forms of exchange. Such situations provide an excellent opportun-
ity to illustrate the advantages of money exchange over barter in an econo-
my with a high degree of specialization and innumerably transactions. Pre-
sumably, authors would then examine the functions performed by Money as
well as some of the important attributes of money.

Two authors do not deal explicitly with any of the functions of money.
Each of the remaining three authors introduces teachers to on function of
money, the medium of. exchange, and one of the authprs deals indirectly
with two additional functions of money in quegions contained in the
teacher's guide. However, they are open-ended questions, and it is difficult
to predict what the outcome will be if the teacher handling the exercise is
unfamiliar with these funCtions.

5 Ibid., p,
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Authors of three of the series urge the teacher to provide students with
examples of different objects used 'in the past as money. They also recom-
mend that students examine "money" used in other countries. Interestingly,
the authors do not place stress on the types of money in the United States,
and there is no development of checkbook or demand deposit money in
any of the texts.

he
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INTERMEDIATE GRADE TEXTBOOKS

The treatment of economic content at grade levels five and six is dis-
Cussed in this part of threport. Some of the concepts contained in Chart I

%continue to be handled in grades five or six and the treatment of these
concepts is discussed in the next three sections. Some of the gditional con-:
cepts.or topics covered at grades five and,Ox, are summarized in Chart Ib.

The Basie Ecoriomic Problem-4carcity

Resources. At some point all of the textbook series at grade levels five
and six deal with the .concept of resources. In one case, resources are iden-
tified at the outset as natural resources rather than natural resources, labor,
capital, and management. Instead of disciissing natural resources 'as an in-
put in thee production proctks, ,there is a discussion' of such things as the ,

importance of rainfaRtthe origin of water, and how we use water, re-
sources. These paragraphs are followed by a discussion of the pollution of
water and the necessity of consejving resources. Continuinom, the same,.
text.disSusses resources more broadly as natural resources, labor, manage.
ment, and capital, but land and resources are included under the concept
of capital as wel1.6 In some of the textbook series money is inaccurately
described as capital.

In general, the textbooks do not'view reso s as parts of an economic
structure, such as shown in Chart Ia. Moreover, esources are not defined
or classified well, nor are their characteristics of versatility and finiteness
emphasized.

Scarcity and Choice Making. None of*the textbook series deals explicitly
with the question of scarcity, particularly scarcity from the standpoint of
the economic system as a whole, and the fact that scarcity requireq society
to deal with the questions of resource allocation (what to produce) and
income distribution (for whom to produce). Yet, as we have stated above,
an appreciation of this. notion is central to the study of economics. One text
does state ihat man's wants are greater than the resources ava`klable to sat-

6 Recently some economists have abandoned the. traditional classification of resources
in favor of a generalized capital concept. This degree of sophistication is pyobably not
appropriate at the learning levels covered by the textbooks examined here. In any case,
it is apparent that the authors of the textbooks are not familiar with this approach, or,
if they are familiar with it, they do not explain it.

14
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CHART Ib

Economic Content,
Elementary Grades 5-6

Economic Systems
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Market
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Government
and the Market

\I!
Choico Making --> Opportunity Cq,s, I

isfy them and that society has tried to increase the pr duCticipof goods and .
services to satisfy more wants. Scarcity is said to be e main idea in eco-
nomics, but the content that is contained in the teacher's material and the'
material for the students is not related to the concept of scarcity in any ob-
vibus way. a

Although the M I 1 t of opportunity cost is relevant in discussing scar-
city and choice aking, this concept is almost totally ignored by the text-

_
'book series.

Common Characteristics of the Economic Process
As we have doted, some common characteristics of modern economies are

specialization, exchange, use of money, and interdependence. Only one of
the,textbook series deals at length with this topic at grade levels five and
six. In this case, the treatment, in terms of content, is fairly satilfactory, but
generally the characteristics are not discuped ,in terms of scarcity or of how
they function to narrow the wants-resource gap.

Economic Growth and Living Standards
All of the textbook series examined in this report include material that is

15
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related to the general subject. of economic growth and change or to a coun-
try's particular stage of economic development or "standard of living." In1
some cases, the material is descriptive and could just as well be claggickl
as economic history rather. than economic growth-or change.? There isSalso
some overlap between this section and the section below titled "Economic
Systerns." .

The textbooks discuss,this general subject in terms of ind'atrialized econ-
omies (such as those of the U.S., Great Britain, or Japan) or of underde-
veloped economies (such a§ those in South America). In the textbooks;that
deal with industrialized economies, the following subtopics are exatriples of
the conteiit that is included for study: the industrials revolution; inventions
and discoveries; chvges in technology; the introduction of'new products;
the development of particular industries, such as transportation, communi-
cations, and mining; working conditions in the factories; and the transition
from an agricultural environment to an urban environment.

Those textbook series that include a dismission of underdeveloped econo-
mies usually stress that such countries are poor by some standard, and there
is an attempt to explain why this is so. There is also some reference to gov-
ernmental participation in efforts to raise living standards, although the
textbooks are not very specific about this matter.

In general, the textbook series that deal with the general topic do not de-
velop economic concepts well nor do they attempt much economic analysis.
Where, thereAs an attempt to explain evoriomic phenomena, the analysis is
weak, superficial, misleading, or inaccurate., Moreover, the generalizations
are almost never satisfactory because they are too brief. For example% one
cause of poverty in Latin America is said to be that there are tpo many
large land owners or that the economy is unbalanced ( one crop). Even if
these factors have something to do with economic problems in South Amer-
ica, there is no substantial explartation of why this would be the case.

As another example, one series has a section on Japan titled "Reasons
for Growth,"-, and among other things it is stated:

In the 195eis, the cost of labor in Japan was very low.
lot

people
were unemployed. Do people without jobs demand a list o money for
their work? How do you think Japanese businesses profited from un-
employment?

This paragraph was pieceded by the statement, "Japan had-some special
advantages that explain [its] economic achievements." The paragraph is not
followed by an explanation, and from our point of view the paragraph is

7 This is not to say that economic history is or ought to be only descriptive in nature.
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nonsense. Among other kings, one is left with the impression that unem-
ployment stimulates growth.

Where there is no attempt at.analysis, the material is largely descriptive
(e.g., there may *be an explanation of what a cotton gin floes), and often
the discussion is in terms of cultural and social change, or the benefits
from; and the problems associated with, change.8

The topic of growth and living standards is much too complex to be
treated in a few paragraphs, as most authors do. If the topic is to be in-
cluded in 'the social science program, and if it is to be analytical and fairly
simple, it would seem better to focus an a few fundamental. concepts and
their relationships. To illustrate, refer to Chart II, which reproduces part of
Chart I. With the use of qart,JI, the following generalizations could be
made. The real income of any society, today or in the past, is output on a
per capita basis, and this output is one measure ofthe well-being of mem-
loers ,of that society. The state of and the quantity and quality
of resources available to an economy place a limit on the amourit of output
that is available for consumption. Some natidts have more and better 'ref4
sources than othersmore capital, a better educated labor force, more pro-
ductive land, etc.and therefore these countries can produce more. To in-
crease output it is necessary to reduce current consumption (save mere) so
that more resources can be released to produce more capital goods or tqrbe
employed in other ways that increase productivity. In other words, the op-
portunity cost of higher output in the future is a reduction in .current con-
sumption. Savings explains many of the historical increases in output in the
industrialized economies,.and poor countries find it difficult to increase say-
ings because per capita consumption is so row. Of course, some of these
concepts would have to be defined, and all of these generalizations would
require elaboration.

Economic Systems
Four of the textbook series discuss economic systems in varying degrees,

but with the focus on the so-called free enterprise system. For example; in
one se 'es it is stated that in some countries the economic system iS con-
trolled y the government and in other countries its controlled by the peo-
ple, al ,pUgh it is not clear what that distinction means. The authors gd on
to say &where that there are two kinds of economic systems. One system
is characterized as private ownership of property, while in the other system
government is said to own and operate the means of producing goods and

8 We do not mean to imply that material of this sort is not worthwhile. Our point is
that the material does not contain economic content as .we, and presumably other eco-
nomists, view it.
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- CHART II
o

Economic Growth and. Living Standards:
Soule Copcepts and Their Relationship
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services. NOt much more is..said a out comparative economic systems. HoW-
ever, there is more discussion of e so-called free enterprise system, which
is said to 'have particular goal If is not dear, however, bow those goals
are unique;to a market econo y. The pOint is also made briefly that in the
free enterprise economies, government tegulates business aid labor, e.g:,
there are laws that regulate wages and working conditions.
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Another text describes the free enterprise system as one in which the
people are free to start a business, and in another text there is a discussion "

about the model of Adam Smith. In the latter text, the stress is on an eco-
nomic system which is guided by self-interest and held in check by compe-
tition. In one of the.textbook series the Soviet economy is described as a
planned economy, but with no detailed discussion of the characteristics of
a planned economy.

In all of the series there is a discussion of different economic systems,
but by and large not as, systems per se; that is, there may be a description
of the transportation system and the locaticin of mineral deposits in some
country rather than an analysis of the mechanisms by which systems oper-
ate to solve the problems of resource allocation and income distribution.

The Role of Prices, The function of prices in a market ecoamy is that of
guidiug resources to the production of goods and rationing outputs among
the pcipulation..Nonehe textbooks discusses the rationing role of prices,
although one textbook mentions that "ktioning" ccurred during World
War II. In that textbook there was no discu.ssion a ut why government
rationing was instituted or -that governmqv rationing is an alternative to
rationing by the price system.'

In two of the textbooks therb is the notion that prices serve to allocate
resources to the production of goRds, but the relationship between scarcity,
resource allocption, and prices is not explicit. For example, one text states
that "Those companies that produce the best pr 'lets or services for the
least amount of money, and make a profit, e." Or, "Much of, the pro-
duction is due to profits that the free enterprise system allows individuals
or corporations." The role of the consumer in this process is not mfittioned,
nbr is the role of the household as a supplier of resources.

Miscellaneous Topics
The remaining topics discussed by some of the textbook series include

poverty, unemployment, problems in certain sectors .of the economy, and
ecology or pollution. For the most part, the treatment is descriptive and-
brief, aUcl_where there is an analysis of cause and effect, it is generally in-

accurate or incomplete.
4 For example, one text States that American cities have housing pittiblems,
that.a housing shortage flices-rents up, that poor people cannot afford de-
cent housing, and that Congress created the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. It is not clear what kind of image these generaliza-
tions are supposed to leave with students.
'A As another example, in another text, it is said that government policy
toward agriculture was to induce "faimers to produce only as much as they

-0
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could sell. Then it was hoped, prices would stay up." In the same teat, the
,American people were pictured as befrig on a spending spree in the 1920's,
and by '1929 so many goods were produced that consumers could not af-
ford to buy them. Hence, the Depression. Neither of these generalizations
(and others could be cited) is consistent with economic theory.

The treatment of other economic problems is similar in approach to the
ones above. Pollution is mentiOhed as a problem:but not terms of costs
and benefits. Poverty is mention 0 as a pioblem, biut generally there is lit-
tle attention given td the cause or poverty, the chafacteristics of people who
live in poverty, or the role of transfer payments in .other programs in allevi-
ating poverty. :Again, the treatment of these other problems is descriptive,
brief, and unstructured.

et
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TEACHING STRATEGI

The teaching strategies associated with the economic contenin the text-
book series- are the focus of this section of the report. The analysis did not
include a complete examination of all the teacher's editions in each series.
Rather, approximately eight units (heavy in economic content) were se-
lected from each of the series. Generally, at least two units were drawn
from three separate grade levels (usually the second, fourth,' and sixth

\ grades).
To structure the analysis, three basic areas were initially tseIected: (1)

Objectives, (2),Suggested Activities, and (3) Evaluation Methods. Each of
these areas was subdivided into key components ( see Chart III). ,This
framework provided the necessary direction for the following analysis of
the textbook series.

CHART III

areas of Analysis

Area 1-,Objectives
1.1 Key concepts are ,identified and associated with an ap-

propriate social science. .

1.2 The teacher is provided with a general introduction. or
primer for each key concept.

1.3 The teacher is given a list of supporting concepts needed for
mastering a key generalization.

1.4 The general objectives for each *u__ --are translated ILto

specific behavioral objectives..
1.5 Objectives are provided for the affective realm as well as

the cognitive realm.
Areal Suggested Activities and Techniques

2.1 Suggestions and activities are provided for developing im-
portant concepts and generalizations.

24 Suggestions and activities are provided for developing deg
cision making skills.

2.3 A variety of activities are provided for meeting individual
needs. ,

Area 3Evaluation Methods
3.1 A variety of ifiltiuments and techniques are suggested for

00029
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evaluating understanding of key concepts and mastery of
, speeffic

3.2 Methods of systematic record keeping are suggested for re-
cording student progressin each of the key areas.

Area 1Objeetives
1.1 Generalizations are identified and associated with an appropriate

social science. A broad overview of a given set of 'earnings helps
conceptualization. The organization of skills and 1earnings into for-
mal social science areas may be unnatural to life, but it facilitates
conceptualization and communication for both the teacher and the
student. Most of, the series acknowledge a conscious attempt to in-
troduce elementary students to many social sciences. These are
usually identified in the teacher's editions; however, little is done to-
help teachers conceptualize the broasl framework of the science as
handled in the text. The majority of the texts did not key important
concepts to a specific social science or conceptual framework. The
provision of a conceptual framework would be a tremendous help
since most teachers have limited training in such areas as econom-
ics, anthropology, sociology, etc.

1.2 The teacher is provided with a general introduction or primer for
key concepts,Bekdes identifying the social science and perhaps de-
picting relationships among generalizatiRns, a short introductory
paragraph o; prinier should be provided: It is unrealistic to expect
elementary teachers (generalists by training) to understand the
reasons for selecting a given piece of content without providing a
Tationale for including the material. The teacher should be told why
the content was selected, which generalizations are to be developed,
and how these generalizations lead to further learning or fit-into the
conceptual framework. Only one of the textbooks provided this type
of background information for the teacher.

L3 The teaclitr is given a list of supporting concepts needed for learn-
ing a key generalization. Typically textbooks provide a listing of
new vocabulary presented in a lesson; however, supporting econcepts
needed to understand a new generalization were not identified in
any of the series examined. For diagnostic purposes and remedia-
tion, teachers should be provided with a list of supporting concepts
which students need to understand before a new generalization is
presented.
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Generalization:
Choice Mtiking. Because of ma0. unlimited wants and limited .
resources he must make choices.

Supporting Concepts:
an has unlimited wants.

Man has limited resources.
Resouices inchite labor,,capital, management, and natural.

Key Vocabulary:
Wants, resources, limited, choice making, capital . . .

1.4 The general objectives for each unit are translated into specific be-.
havioral objectives. .Today's teachers are asked to specify their ob-
jectives and to measure student success in reaching these objec-
tives. This accountability moveme4 has forceethe rejection, of gen-
eral objectives by requiring the ht,h degree of specificity found in
behavioral objectives. Publishers should provide teachers- with a
bank of behavioral objectives for each keylearning. For example, a
student who understands the concept of "opportunity cost" could be
expected to:

(1) List and rank alternatives before making a choice (i.e., be-
fore deciding to play kickball for' "free play," students would
insist that other choices be considered);

(2) List things he can't do if he decides on a certain course;
(3) Object to voting on a single choice before considering al-

ternatives;
(4) Complain about a missed 'opportunity if asked to do a cer-

tain task.
A student would not be expected to exhibit all of the above behav-
iors, but they provide the teacher sufficient examples to clarify what
is desired in terms of student understanding of "opportunity cost."
Few of the texts utilized behavioral objectives, and those doing so
did not provide a rationale for their selection. To illustrate, one text
contained the objective:

The learner should identify one or more ecoRomic regions of
the United States, and illustrate with a medium of his choice the
goods and.services produced in each region.

This is certainly a behavioral objective, but what is the rationale
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behind its selection? Why should the student illustratean a medium
of his choice? The above item represents a common error in writing
behavioral objectives. The intent of the objectiveis to show,under-.
standing. In this case the objective seems to spell out the teaching
activity more than the desired learning. Further, Is in the above
case, behavioral objectives included in the examined texts rely heaV-
ily on translation and seldom call for skills of application, evaluation,
synthesis, etc As Saunders9 has noted, a student doesn't have to
make a' guillotine to understand the c,atses of the French Revolu-
tion.

A bank of behavioral objectives for each major learning would
provide-teachers with a useful tool.

1.5 Qb(ectives are providgd for the affective realm as well as the cogdi-
tive realm. Goldmatko makes an excellenecase explaining why'iden-'
tifying opinions, exposing feelings, and clarifying values is an es-.
sential factor in developing decision- making skills. The intent of in-
quiry training ( espoused by all the series examined) is to dayelop
within students the ability to think, to trust ,their thinking, and to
act on their thinking. Values are as much a ppt of decision making
as is the understanding of key social science concepts.

, Only one of the series examined provided specific objectiVes,deal-
ing with values:

Sample Value Objectives %

1. \kppreciate'the inventiveness of early people.
2. Appreciate that the earth sustains our existence.
3. Recognize our ability to.aller our surroundings.

This is a step in the right direction, but such nebulous.termg as ap-
preciate and recognize provide the teacher with little guidance.

- Writers should include behavioral objectives in the affective realm..

Sample Objectives from the Affective Realni
1. Students will list and rank in order of importance to

9 Norris M. Sunders, Clas'sroom Questions: What Kinds? (Harper & Row, .1966 )
10 Bernice Coldmark, Social Studies: A Method of Inquiry ( Wadsworth Publishing

Company, 1968 ).
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them the possible outcomes of closing the City zoo.
2. Students will take a-position "fai%or "against" outlawing

huntibg' for sport and list the most important reason for,
a their decision.
3. Students will indidate how family A should spend a $100

gift by ranldng the given alternatives.

Area 2Suggeited Activities and Techniques
Objectives
2.1 Suggestion; and activities are needed for develdping important con-

cepts and generalizations.
2.2 Suggestions and activities are needed for developing decision-mak-

ing skills.
2.3 A vaiiety of activities is needed to meet individual student needs.

, 2.1 Suggestions and activities are needed for developing important con-
- cepts and generalizations. None of the examined texts provided strat-

egies for developing key concepts or specific' skills. Teachers need
to consciously employ different strategies to get at different goals.
Old-fashioned drill has its place, classroomjliscussion has its place,
and inquiry training has its place.

The texts slikld provide suggestions for direct concept develop-
ment, drill, and mastery testing. For example, if an author decides'
to include, the concept "work," the author should provide the teacher
with (1) specific examples of "work," (2) specific examples of "non
work," (3) criteria used to distinguish "work" from "non-work"
'cases, (4).oPportunities for discriminating "work" from "non-work"
cases, and (5) a means for determining which students have mas-
tered the concept:The efficiency of such a strategy would be wel-
comed by teatChers concerned with learning and accountability.

Another sous omission was noted in that feW texts made pro-
visions for reaching closure on important generalizations. That is,
teachers were not encouraged to. draw subconcepts together to fqrm
a generalization. If inductive learning is to be use provision has to
be .made for the 'moment of truth," the drawing together of ideas
to form a .conclusion. Constructing charts, graphs, and maps, and
drawing pictures should lead somewhere. A graph on "Imports of
Mexico" should not result merely in a display for "Back to School
Night"; the graph should be used to analyze a generalization being
developed. The examined texts seem to support the misconception
that .stifident-made skits, bulletin, boards, and interest centers are:
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ends in themselves. The Socratic technique of using a series of
questions to reach an understanding ( closure) is seldom developed.

Another conimon problem is that there is inadequate exposure to
concrete experiences before trying to develop abstract ideas. the
texts are quick to identify high-level questions (inferring, predict-
ing, evaluating, etc.); however, in only a few cases was there' evi-
dence to suggest a systematic attempt to build a concrete base be-
fore moving/the students to higher levels of thinking. Traditionally,
texts have been criticized for the predominance of simple recall
questions. The solution does not lie in interjecting predktive, eval-
uative, and other high-level questions willy-nilly. An effective strat-
egy would initially have a sufficient base of low-level recognition
and recall questions asked-to provide needed diagnostiC information
for the teacher and a focus for the students before introducing high- .

'level thought questions.
The examined series were woefully, lacking in suggesting strate-

gies for developing key concepts. In particular,
(1) Direct deductive strategies were not suggested;
(2) -A complete sequence of questions leading from introduction

to closure was.seldom suggested;
(3) The proven strategy of going from the known to the un-

. known was seldom used to develop high-level thought pro-
cesses.

2.2 Suggestions and activities are needed for developing decision -mak-
ing skill's.. All of the series examined stressed the use of the inquiry
method to help students develop rational, independent, jecision-
maldn,pidlls. Effective inquiry teaching requires that a teacher:

(1) rrovide. a focus and needed information sources (hopefully
in the form of raw data);

(2) Help the students identify a problem (i.e., to recognize a
discrepant event which does not fit their present conceptual
understandifig, to realize when conclusions are being drawn
without sufficient information or when untested hypotheses
are being accepted); ti

(3) Place the students in the active role of structuring their own
investigation, gathering their own data, and testing their own
hypotheses;

(4) Cap an inquiry with an analysis of procedures followed, in-
fOitnation gained, and future avenues to pursue.

Witliregard to the first point, most of the examined texts included
raw dat in one form or another; compared to the traditional en-
cyclopedic approach, this inclusion of original documents, pictures,
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and maps encourages the inquiry approach and development of
decision-making skills.

.

The functional use of the texts would be improved if more data
were included and less emphasis were placed on cosmetic appeal. In
one text,, two-thirds of a page was used to show a crate of strawber-
riesin a wholesale market a pretty picture, but the inclusion of
three or four pictures of a comparative nature would offer more
alternatives. In another case, a. 'sixth grade text presents one picture
and asks, "What can you infer about the land and people of India
from this icture?" More data would certainly let, the- teacher and
students get more mileage out of such an analysis. It was promis-

4 ing that texts are beginning 'to include addresses of possible data
sources (i.e., National Dairy Council, Continental Bak, Com-
pany, etc.). .

Again, on the positive side, texts have taken steps to remedy the
age-old problem of providing examples which are not in the stu-
dent's experience realm. Nevertheless, traces of the problem still
exist. For.example, a second grade text uses paw paw, truffles, okra,
and sweetbread to develop the concept of versatility in satisfying
needs. The concept would certainly be analyzed more effectively if
the item's used were familiar to the students. Conceptual develop-
ment and inquiry skills can best be accomplished by working with
familiar rather than unknown and exotic items. (Note: ThiS point
deals with concept and skill development. There is still a need to ex-
pand student ho' oninz )

The previously mentibned problem of presenting activities for ac-
tivities' sake was also found in this area. For example, in a second
grade text, a dramatic .play was suggested to develop the concept of
a wholesale market. Helpful directions were included: use tape for ,
highways, borrow the train from the kindergarten, use empty cartons
for stalls, etc. The emphasis was on developing the play; suggebs-
tions for using the .play were not given (i.e., using dramatic play
to investigate the dependence of the wholesale 'market on trans-
portation or to analyze the dependence of retailers on the whole-
sale market). The purpose of dramatic play in the elementary grades
is not found in the finished product; the dramatic play should be
used as a tool to investigate interaction and the effect of different
variations.

Also, to encourage the use of inquiry skills, teaMers should use
open-ended/divergent questions and encourage student-to-student
interaction. The texts }gave made considerable progress in this area.
Fewer questions were suggested which elicit one -word, responses;

4
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't
fewei questions elicited predictable student responses; and more
questions were *provided that' could be redirected to other students.

The most significant omission was thOtbsence of structured in-
quiry episodes. Lessons should be included which (1) present a
problem; (2) proVide data to saly6 the problem; (3) suggest meth-
ods of leading students to develop hypotheses,\ gather data, and
test their hypotheses; and (4) suggest techniques`for analyiing the
procedures followed for strengths and weaknesses., Good examples
have been provided by Goldmark11 and Ryan.4

2.3 A variety of activities are needed to meet individual student needs.
In selecting a text, an experienced teacher examines the vocabulary to
determine if slower students will be able to cope with the material.
Only one of the examined series achieved satisfactory vocabulary .

control, and few activities were provided for the remedial reader.
One text placed an emphasis on developing reading skills. For ex-.

ample, lessons on alphabetizing and on the soft and hard "g" sound
were provided. This- tokenism is not only misplaced but lacks the
needed essentials of good instruction (diagnosis, selective treatment,

a and reinforcement). -It was appalling to _find this same series pro-
viding precious space to such busywork activities as finding small
words in a big word (i.e., What small words can you find in United-
States? Answerit, Ted, at, ate, etc.).

The remedial reader certainly presents a problem, and the solu-
tion is not found in converting social stu" to remedial reading;
texts must utilize a variety of media for trans erring information.

It was promising that about half of the examined texts ha brok-
en away from a basic didactic approach and have suggested a va-
riety of activities (skits, field trips, games, etc.). One series has
even provided a generalized description of techniques for utilizing
role playing, brainstorming, map study, analyzing pictures, and
writing reports. Hopefully, future texts will take this a step further
and indicate .possibilities for different, activities as related to spe-

i cific content. In doing so, caution should be used _to ensure that a
rationale exists for including the activities.

Text; should also be cautioned to include adequate directions and
descriptions for suggested activities. About one-half of the examined
texts did a goOd job of providing directions. The kind of problem
found all too frequently is illustrated by an example taken from a
fourth grade text. It was suggested that students "could set up, a

n
12 Frank L. Ryan, Exemplars for the New Social Studies (Prentice-Hall, 1971).
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I
barter day and bring an item they are willing to trade. They might
set up their own values and how they would try to trade what they
have for something that they want." It would be helpful if sugges-
tions were given as to how teachers have successfully organized such
a barter day with a crass of 25 to 30 students. What type of communi-
cation between teacher and parents should precede a lesson of this
type? Are there techniques for rescording- and analyzing transactions
that could improve follow-up discSsions?

Teachers need ideas and suggestions. They need ideas for enrich-
ment and for remediation. It would be helpful if teacher editions
provided a variety of activities with des ptions of woven tech-
niques for carrying out the activities.

Area 3Evaluation
Objectives
3.1 A variety, of instruments and techniques are needed for evaluating

understanding of key concepts and mastery of specific skills.
3.2 Systematic record keeping is needed for recording student progress

in each of the key areas.

3.1 A variety of instruments and techniques are needed for evaluating
understanding af key concepts and mastery of specific skills. The
first step in evaluation is the identification of a continuum or pro-

.,

gression of concepts and skills to be learned. 'The suggested pro-
gression provides the blueprint for evaluation.

Such a progression does not have to be the only way4 approach-
ing a subject, but it should grow from a logical base 4d-should be
consistent with the basic philosophical approach and with' what is.
known about children and learning. .

Along with the progression, the teacher's edition should provide
a variety of techniques and instruments for evaluating student prog-
ress. If diagnostic and review tests are not provided, a bank of pos-
sible items should at least be included to help teachers construct
,their own tests. It would be helpful if other techniques were also,
suggested. For example, (1) an observation schedule could be sug-

.gested for identifying those students who ask questions during an
inquiry episode; (2) in a unit on money, it could be suggested that
.aides, volunteers, or older students can be used to test students to
see which ones can make change correctly; or (3) it could-be sug-
gested that written simulation be used to determine which students
can discriminate between relevant and irrelevant sources of data.

Only one 'of the examined series provided forklal evaluation in-.
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struments. This is a serious omission. Merely covering or exposing
students to different concepts and skills is poor teaching. If social
studies is to be taught, then teachers need to (1) identify goals, (2)
identify students who have not achieved those goals, (3) plan
strategies for helping' those students achieve the goals, and (4)
evaluate' the effectiveness of their strategies.

3.2 Systematic record keeping is needed for recording student progress
in each of the key areas. None of the examined texts provided a
systematic record-keeping strategy. Such a system would piovide a
method of keeping track of student progress, which students need
remediation, and which ones have seemingly mastered a given area.
This type of information is not only basic to good Machin ut also
provides ready information for reporting to parents and o er in-
terested parties.

Of the three main areas of this review (objectives, activities, and
evaluation), evaluation is by far the weakest. In_ today's age of :ac-
countability, teachers have to be concerned with measuring student
progress.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

l'Although there is considerable variation in the coverage and treatment of
economic content among texts examined in this report, the authors do in-
clude more economic content than the typical social studies textbook series
published prior to the mid-1969s. However, the extent of coverage and the
quality of treatment of economic content irithe five textbook series do not
compare favorably with a number of textbook series examined in the first
repOrt. Selected series in the first report provided broader coverage and
much more systematic treatment of economic content, with this treatment
including the development of basic economic concepts which are omitted
or inadequately developed in textbooks covered in this report.

Teacher's guides in a number of series in the- first report provided
teachers with a structure or framework indicaVni the developmental pat-,
tern of economic concepts, but this is not the case for the series examined
in this report Instead, at the beginning of a unit or lesson, some authors
simply list the several social science disciplines, indicating that concepts
from these fields will be covered, without providing information on what
concepts or what dimensions will be developed. Thus, it is the task of the
reviewer (or teacher) to determine what, if any, economic concepts are in-
cluded and how they are related to the activities of the unit or lesson.

Other authoirriclentify "economic concepts" by lesson plan, but the
"concepts" typically consist of statements describing activities characteris-
tic of a particular country or region or of a particular time period. The at-

,
tempt to treat economic content in a geographical or historical setting gm-
erally results in a presentation which is at best fragmented and disjointed;
in many instances, a single economic concept may be treatecyn isolation.
The "integrative" apppach, at least as it appears in these texts, does not
result in the systematic development of economic concepts, either within
a grade level or among grade levels: Based on the overall performance of
these t:Vs, it is difficult to know whether the results follow from an inher-
ent defeat of the integrative approach or are due to the lack of structure
and planning on the part of authors, or both.

Because of the lack of structure and the' tendency to label concepts as
economics although continuing to treat them in a conventfonal manner'au-
thors often focus on concepts or dimensions of concepts which economists
normally would not handle or would assign low priorities "needs vs.
wants," goods, services, producers, consumers).tEven though authors intro-
duce only a limited number of simple terms or 'concepts, they do net care-

,
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fully define economic terms, they ignore important ensions of concepts,
and they rarely develop relationships among cOncep s. Most significantly,
authors, though dealing on an extendedbasis' with the topfC families, do 4'
not introduce pupils to the basic economic concepts' of scarcity, choice
making, and opportunity,,cost, although such concepts are central to an un-
derstanding of the economic dimensions'of family decision making. °

As was the case for a number of series examined in the first report, most
authors or editors textbooks examined in this ,study include more eco-
nomic content and at this content in, a mote systematic manner in grade
one and two than in grades three through six. In one series, the reviewers
simply could not uncover any meaningful 'development of economic con-
tent in the upper grades. While one would expect authors to reinforce and
expand economic understanding developed in earlier grades, this is not
the eve. Instead, economic coverage tends to decline from grade two to
grades three and four, and there seems, to be no conscious effort on the part'
of authors to use economic concepts introduCed in earlier grades as build-
ing, blocks for continued development of a conceptual framework -in subse-
quent grades.

Although scarcity and the need for choice making,are what the study of
economics is about, this point, in terms ot the wants- resource gap, is virtu-
ally ignored in student materials for the intermediate grades. In other
words, the topics covered, such as economic groWth, are not discussed
within the framework of scarcity, but instead are' treated in isolation. This
omission appears to us to be rather serious, particularly at the upper grade
levels.

Textbooks' have a considerable influence on the learni. ng that takes place
in today's classrooms. Research shows that approximately 80 percent of all
curricular decisions are made on the basis, of a text. The selection of con-
tent, the activities considered, and the teaching strategies utilized are all
limited and influenced by what is included in the text.

Examination 'Of classrooms across this nation shows a high degree of sim-
ilarity at any giveri grade level, so much so that the idea (5P local control
of schools becomes a myth. Since textbooks are one of the main homogen-
izing ingredients, publishers carry an awesome responsibility for koviding
effective curriculum programs for teachers to implement in the classroom.
This responsibility may be questioned theoretically, but it exists. There-

,
fore, if text's are to be effeCtive tools in teaching economics as well as the
other social sciences, more attention has to be paid to the needs as out-

.
lined in this report.

The texts were found to be woefully lacking in a number of key areas.
Publishers would do well in following the recommendations listed below:
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1. Generalizations to be learned should be identified and associated
with an appropriate social science.

2. Economic generalizations, should be presented in a separ to grid or
- model which depicts the fundamental ideas and relation ps to be

developed within and among grades.
3. An economic moderShould be developed for each grade level. This

model should be accompanied by a brief statement or overview of
the economic content and instructiOill objectives to be `achieved
by students.

4. Supporting concepts and key vocabulary needed for learning a gen-
eralization should be identified. Careful editing should ensure that
There is prbper and precise use of concepts including consistency
between definitions and examples of , concepts. Statements relating
to concepts should be supported with appropriate data, and simple
but important relationships among concepts should be ideritified
and illustrated.

5. Examples of desired .changes in student behavior demonstrating
mastery or understanding of the important learnings should be pro-
vided. ,

6. Values play an important role in decision making; therefore em:
asis should be placed on values clarifieation. Objectivessbould

be provided for the affective realmfas well as the cognitive realni.
7. Suggestions for direct concept development, drill, and mastery

testing should be provided:
8. The texts 'should suggest complete questioning sequences leaing

from introduction to closure. Further, a base of low-level recall andiidentification questions should be suggested before a teacher is
prdmpted to ask high-level thought questions (analysis, synthesis,
evaluation, prediction).

9. hiquiry activities should be providea; developing decision-thaldng
skills.

10. A greater variety of activities for meeting individual needs should
be suggested.

11. Proceduries and tools should be provided for measuring student
learning, grouping students for instruction, and reporting student
progress.
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APPENDIX ATEXTBOOK SEWS EXAMINED
IN EVALUATION STUDY*

1. alectt Publishing CompanyThe World of Mankind
This elementary social studies series called The World of Mankind

(1-6), published by the, Follett Publishing Company: is designed to_.
develop rational, independent decision makers. The content of this
series isfdeveloped under eight conceptual themes:

(1) Self-knowledge ( psychology) ,

( 2 ) Gaining knowl?dge ( cognitive skills ,

(3) Location ( geography) ( ecology) ,

(4) Change, cultural ( anthropology) ( history) ,

(5) Change, physical (ecology) ),
(6) ltfolitical systems (political science),

4kt
(7) Aconomic systems (econcakics),

' (8) Groups and interaction ( sociology ).
An expanding horizons and interdisciplinary approach is used through-

out most of the series. Behavioral objectives are listed to facilitate stu-
dent evaluation. The teacher's editions provide a vairiety of activities,
suggest techniques for encouraging student involvement,..and provide a
variety of raw data ( and sources for supplementary data)..

Copyright 1973

2. Ginn and CompanyThe Ginn Social Science Series
The Ginn Social'Science Series (K-8) is an interdisciplinar approach

using a twin-spiral -curriculurii ( emphasizing people in our nation com-
pared and contrasted to people in other parts of the world). The series
is people-centered, focusing on real situations with a heavy emphasis
on urban life. The basal texts have been developed in two-year se-
quences to dad continuity to the series. .

The teacher is given suggestions for eliciting student feelings and
opinions and for probing student responses. A variety of activities
(skits, field trips, surveys, games, etc. ) is also suggested for encourag-
ing student involvement.

Copyright 1972

These short sumniaties highlight information found in the teacher's editions as pre-
senteAby the publishers of each of the respective series.
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3. Harper and RowOur Family of Man
The Our Family of Man (1-6) Social Sciences Program published by

Harper and Row is an open-ended series which stresses inquiry skills.
Students are encouraged to generate hypotheses, investigate alternative
solutions, and judge the merit pf their own theories. The series used a
topics approach and an Information Bank to' encourage teachers to take
an eclectic approach, selecting those materials and methods that would
best suit students' needs.

The series uses fifteen themes developed by the National Council
of Social Studies as goals for the total program. Examples of these
fifteen themes are:

(1) Recognition and understanding of world independence;
(2) Intelligent utilization of scarce resources' to attain the widest

well-being;
( 3) Widening and deepening the abilityto live more richly.
Both convergent and divergent teaching strategies are used; there' is

an emphasis on high-level questions (i.e., evaluation, prediction, syfi-
thesis, etc.).

Copyright 1972

4. Noble and NobleMan and His World
The Noble and Noble Bps /Social Studies Series (1-6) is a transi-

tional approach combining ements of both traditional and inquiry -
oriented materials. The tradi 'onal thrust is based on a. chronological
narrative serving as a cogniti e organizer. The inquiry thrust utilizes
original source materials to e courage students to hypothesizes form
generalizations, draw inferences, and synthesize information. '

A testing program is provided to measure mastery of basic concepts,
facility in using cognitive skills, and achievement of value and behav-
ioral objectives.

Copyright 1974

5. William H. SadlierThe Sadlier Social Science Program
The Sadlier Social Scienc.e Program (1-7) is an interdisciplinary ap-

proach that consists of a series of basic texts and a variety of teaching
tools and multimedia aids (flash cards, posters, murals, filmstrips, etc.).
The approach centers on concepts drawn from history, geography, eco-
nomics, political science, anthropology, sociology. Four central
themes are developed in the program:

(1) Social self-awareness: the pupil's social awareness of himself as
an individual yet as a member of many groups at various levels
of complexity;
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(2) The American value system: the pupil's understanding of what
it means to be an American and appreciation of the uniqueness
of his nation;

(3) Contrasting value systems: the pupil's understanding of values
and cultures much like, yet much different from, his own;

(4) Social science skills: providing the pupil with the necessary
tools, both\ intellectua Iand motor, that he will need to grasp
what he is learning and to expand and use his knowledge.

The series is open-ended in that teachers are encouraged to select
and adapt those parts of the program which best fit the needs of their
individual students.
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